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From the director
My description of spirituality is
the deep longing within.
Spirituality brings us down to
earth, connecting us with who
we are. If I am a Christian,
spirituality is my relationship
with God and others, as well as
with all of creation. There are
many people who are very
spiritual but have no connection
with Church or religion. To be
spiritual is to be aware of the
deep desire within, the desire
for that deep union with God
and, in connection with that
union, with one another.
In Luke 24, the two disciples
going to the village called
Emmaus were pondering and
seeking to understand the pain
and disappointment in their
lives. When they got in touch
with the longing within, Jesus
became present to them.
Spirituality is being in touch
with our inner pain or joy, not
wallowing in it, but trying to
understand and give meaning to
our lives. As Ron Rolheiser
states, we are all spiritual but
we are not necessarily all
religious. To be aware and
respond to our inner lives is
being spiritual. God speaks to us
in the silence. If we are attuned
to our deepest desires, we find
our God. We go within to be
able to know ourselves and

Magis
respond to the pains and hunger that
we have all around us.
Ignatian spirituality means finding
God in all things. God is always in
conscious relationship with each one
of us as creator, sustainer, dear father,
mother, brother, as our Saviour and as
the Spirit who dwells in our hearts.
Ignatius presupposes that at every
moment of our existence God is
communicating to us who God is,
trying to draw us into awareness, that
is, consciousness of the reality of who
we are in God's sight.

the Kingdom or Reign of God, and he
said “it is among you.” When we
encounter Jesus, we can no longer be
about business as usual. Instead, we
surrender and give our lives over to the
Father and let him fill us.
Ron Rolheiser's statement that the
Incarnation is misunderstood or underunderstood touched me deeply. I believe
it doesn’t help us to meditate only on the
Jesus who lived
Continued on page 2
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Whether we are aware of it or not,
every moment of our existence we are
encountering God: Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit. This Trinity is trying to
catch our attention and draw us into
relationship.

From the Director

Jesus had something I am just
beginning to touch in on, and that is
what I call his contemplative stance.
This aspect of Jesus fits in very well
with Ignatian spirituality. Jesus was so
aware of his inner life, and who he
was to his Father. As the beloved Son,
he gave the most loving response to
those who encountered him, and he
took time to pray and be with his
Father and discern the Father’s will.

Finding God in
All Things

Jesus is unique in that he came to
proclaim one thing: the Kingdom of
God. As we see in the Sermon on the
Mount, he came at it from many sides,
but what he proclaimed was always
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two thousand years ago. The
Incarnation is part of our lives
today, if we allow it to be. We are
the Body of Christ, and he works
through each and every one of us
whether we are aware of it or not.
God is just as real, and just as
physical, today in us as God was
in Jesus; the Word continues to
dwell among us.
There are many examples of
"Jesus with skin on." Consider
Mother Teresa, Jean Vanier,
Dorothy Day, the group of people
from my parish who go into the
inner city and feed the street
people and poor at a soup kitchen
every Friday, those who visit the
sick and bring Communion every
day to the local rest home. Every
time we respond in love and reach
out to others we are making Jesus
the Christ present. As Christians,
we see Christ present in each other
and we are Eucharist to each
other. His Spirit is working
through us and we give flesh to
him: That’s when the Incarnation
is God becoming human and
dwelling among us. I feel that
when we really accept and
experience this reality we will
begin to take care of each other
and the earth and reverence all
things. Because God is part of His
creation I am called to reverence
the Christ working through others.
Only then will we have peace and
love and bring about the Kingdom
of God.
The Holy Trinity is the human
attempt to explain the many faces
of God. In her book, Amazing
Grace, Kathleen Norris presents
the image of the Trinity as the
Deep Root with the Son as the
Shoot that breaks forth into the
world, and the Spirit as that which
spreads beauty and fragrance. As
the Trinity is a community of
relationships, so we are called to
live our lives in relationship. He is
present when two or more of us
come to gather in his name to pray
and share the word of God. We

experience God's grace and live the
Eucharist. We cannot live our
Christian lives in isolation In Exodus
25, 8 the Lord stresses the
importance of building community
when he invites his people to come
together and "build Him a sacred tent
so he may live among them." This
image illustrates the call to his
people to come together as a
community
in
strength
and
cooperation. The tent becomes a
sacred or holy space by virtue of the
love shared among God's people.
The community becomes the visible
presence of Gods love on earth.
I cannot make it on my own.
Christian community is the "pearl of
great price." We discover Jesus not
only in the Sacraments but also in
each other. We all need help from
others who care about us and who
know something about our journey
of faith before we can learn to trust
the faith that is ourselves. The more
our experiences are shared the more
people notice God and God's call to
be church to one another We need a
place where we connect our life
experience with faith. We need to be
strengthened by our encounter with
Christ in the group to be strong
enough to reflect Christ in our work
places and in the whole world.
Community is a by-product of our
commitments and our struggles. It is
the place where I am challenged by
the Good News, where I risk being
known and loved. It is the visible
sign of God's saving presence among
his people. Hearing another's faith
journey helps me to understand my
own faith journey. We need to be
reaching out, not turned in on
ourselves. If “we” and “they” have
formed our own groups, we need to
question whether we are still selfgiving and joyful and reflect the
spirit of Christ. A true Christian
community can be recognized by the
following traits: mutual trust instead
of fear, sisterly and brotherly
sharing, mutual forgiveness, equality
of all people, and servant-based
leadership, respect of human dignity

and freedom for all and a deep sense of
prayerfulness.
The two on the road to Emmaus were
feeling lost and alone. By breaking
open God’s word and sharing in the
breaking of bread and praying together
in the Spirit, they encountered Jesus.
It is not just an understanding of Jesus’
relationship to the Father that the
Gospels tell us about. They hold many
sketches of people just like us, people
who did want and did try to love God
and their human companions on life's
journey. Warmth and tenderness were a
way of life for Jesus, and a reminder of
the risk of loving. Loving as Jesus did
puts us in a position of vulnerability,
and holds the possibility of rejection.
I need to reflect on how I am being a
light and a loving person to others,
accepting them where they are and
loving them there. Loving is no
superficial venture. By our baptism we
are called to live as friends and in unity
with one another. Union in the Spirit
involves union with one another, for the
Spirit is primarily a shared, not an
individual experience. The Gospel is
not a purely personal matter. It has a
social dimension, It is a communal
affair, so to embrace the Gospel is to
enter into community. It is in
community that we become the body of
Christ
When we starting the Ignatian
Exercises, in the Principal and
Foundation we are asked to pray and
come to the realization that we are
created to praise, reverence and serve
God. We cannot do this without
accepting that God has first praised,
reverenced, and served us. God is
always labouring for us. I have come to
understand that all the things I used to
call prayer are really only disposing
skills. Lectio divina, novenas, rosaries,
mantras, meditation on a Gospel
passage--all these are only ways to help
us focus and open ourselves, putting
ourselves in the presence of God. It is
God who does the praying. I have to go
out into the desert and let go of my
Continued on page 4
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ACCREDITATION 2017

On May 18, the Ignatian Centre celebrated the Accreditation of its newest Prayer Companions and Spiritual
Directors with Mass. The following are excerpts from Fr. Gerry Westphal’s homily and from a reflection shared later
that evening:
I am thinking of designing a bumper sticker
and T-shirts with the slogan: “Spiritual directors get
it.” To be quite honest with you I think most people
would react with a strange look on their faces much
like the one I see on yours at this moment when they
read or hear such a slogan. So what should one make
of it? More specifically, what should spiritual
directors make of it? It is meant to be nothing more
than what I would call a “buzz-phrase,” which has the
sole purpose of reminding us over and over again,
about who we are and what we are all about. Still
confused? Let me be a little more specific. We are all
God’s beloved sons and daughters. We are followers
and disciples of Jesus Christ… When you are going about doing God’s work don’t get in the way. Follow God’s lead.
Let the Holy Spirit blow where the Holy Spirit wants to blow. There is a valuable lesson here for us spiritual directors.
When we are directing always allow God to take the lead and then follow. Remember it is the Holy Spirit who is the
primary Spiritual Director to the person who is being directed. We have a vital role to play in all of this but it is God’s
Spirit who does all the heavy lifting. Grace is always the operative word. Remember, God is the sole source and giver
of grace and not you and me. I always tell people that God is the giver of gifts and that I just do His commercials. Our
training and formation as spiritual directors is not to be undermined. It is indeed important but without the presence of
God’s grace it won’t be of much use to us or to the people that we are directing. “In Him we live, move and have our
being.”
St. Ignatius certainly got it but it took him a long time, a very long time. His masterpiece “The Spiritual
Exercises” is a living testimony of this. Yes he got it and so did many of those who followed him afterwards.
What a precious gift spiritual direction is and what an incredible joy it has brought to so many who have
partaken of it or continue to do so today. What an
extraordinary ministry this is. Just listen again to
these words of Jean Vanier: There is no greater joy
than to love people abundantly and to participate
in the creative, life-giving activity of God with a
sense of divine life flowing through us. The joy
and excitement of giving life on a human level is
but a pale reflection of the joy of giving eternal life
to others in and with Jesus.”
It is Jesus’ Spirit that has brought us all here
together this evening. He is always with us, guiding
us, comforting us, stretching us and so often
surprising us. What a privilege it is to have been called to this ministry. What a joy it is to be part of this beautiful
ceremony. Get it. I will be taking orders for T-shirts and bumper stickers after this service ends.

-

Fr. Gerry Westphal

I could not find the words that could justly explain my experience through this course. The knowledge in
itself has brought such life to my faith. The companionship, the class dialogue and discussions – the great
wisdom that was shared, the readings, and yes even the assignments, have all expanded my understanding of how
God works, how the truth of God’s love is unwavering and unchangeable. How we are not limited or defined by
our traditions or backgrounds, and that the mystery of God is both wonderful, infinite and living everywhere and
every day.
Continued on page 5
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certitudes, my security. I experience a
self-emptying and a letting go. I need
to let go of my distractions, my
expectations and my own agenda, to let
go of what I think is supposed to
happen and how I think I am supposed
to feel or believe.
Many of us are used to being in
control. It’s not bad to be managers or
creators. However, I need to realize
that I cannot manage or create my own
spiritual energies. The emptying of self
and waiting are hard for us. We are so
used to doing things and making things
happen. But prayer is in God’s hands. I
just have to let go and allow him to
come to me.
When I am empty, there is room for
God to fill me and I can become a
Kingdom person who is not numb to
the suffering of others, or anxious, or
living a split life where I separate
sacred from secular.
When Jesus touches us we can no
longer be about business as usual. Like
Matthew, we get up and follow Jesus.
When I allow Jesus to be present to me
I see the suffering of the poor and
disenfranchised. The world today can
almost be a reason for despair, but
when I start giving and loving those
around who need to be touched and
feel Christ's love, it sends out a ripple
effect. I must act locally and think
globally.
The church has the same problems as
the secular world. We are all living in
both. The church is us, not just the
Pope, bishops, priests. We have to start
realizing that we are the arms and
mouth of Christ today, we need be
more like Dorothy Day and Mother
Teresa and show the world love and
acceptance. In our ministry of spiritual
direction we see people come alive and
become filled with hope because they
feel loved and accepted by someone,
just where they are. Jesus had a
remarkable way of being a friend to
every person he met. We sense in him
the ability to welcome the stranger, to
find the hidden gift in those others

called sinners. The most difficult thing
that Jesus asks of us is that we love as
he loved. To welcome the stranger, and
to see the good in the unlovable and
lepers of today. God loves all and sent
his Son to the lost, so if I want to see
Him I need to be with the lost as "him."
One of the biggest issues I face is to be
open and present to all, to comfort
those who are grieving, to hear those
who are lonely, and to accept all those
who I perceive to be unloveable.
To do this, I need to know myself. I
need to have faced my own demons
and sinfulness, allowing Christ to
transform me so I can be a loving
presence to others, to be able to be
open and secure enough to hear all the
hurts and anger of the alienated and,
especially, the young. Wisdom comes
in many forms, and many times it
comes through the most unexpected
persons. I need to be open to this.
In our society today, the individual
counts for very little and often feels
isolated and alone. In fact, society
teaches us to stand alone; our society is
extremely individualistic. We are
taught to look at our neighbor as a
potential competitor and to distrust
those outside our own intimate circle.
However, in isolation we cannot be
fully human. Our experience of life
confirms this. Our whole society is
made up of groups: political groups,
work
groups,
social
groups,
recreational groups and so on. We all
need to feel we are a part of something.
We all need one another.
Having said all this, I will note as well
the need to dis-identify with my
feelings and opinions, so that I avoid
falling into a feel-good religion. Rather,
I need to let the word of God be a
double-edged sword and challenge me
to live according to the truth.
Richard Rohr states, “We have to
become adept at seeing and recognizing
[the good news]. We do not see it by
working it out in our heads or in some
privatized way. The word of God is
clearly saying if you don't do it, you in

fact do not believe it and have not
heard it." For me, loving the Body of
Christ is trying to live in community.
This challenges me profoundly, and
only with the help of the Spirit is it
possible.
Henri Nouwen says that God wants to
come so close that we can see him
with our own eyes, hear him with our
own ears, touch him with our own
hands. So close that there is nothing
between us and him. Jesus is God for
us, God with us and God within us.
Jesus is God giving himself
completely, pouring himself out for us
without reserve. This is a beautiful
explanation
of
Eucharist
and
community. Jesus held nothing back.
He asks us to become Eucharist to
each other and to give without
reservation. God desires to be in
communion with us. When I receive
the Host, I am aware Jesus has come
to me in a very visible form.
Likewise, when I encounter my fellow
man I have encountered Jesus in a
visible form. God is all around us, in
everyone and thing, pouring himself
out to me. When we encounter our
Lord, like Dorothy Day we are called
to action to help the poor and work
towards peace. This requires that I
pray first, read and pray with
scripture, and open my eyes to all the
imbalances and poverty that surround
me. I need models, so I also look
towards the saints and how they lived
their lives. I am in the habit of asking
them for guidance, and asking them to
help me give my whole life over to
God. Heaven is not something I worry
about. What I do need to worry about
is entering the Kingdom here and
now, because Heaven will take care of
itself. I feel that if I were working to
get to heaven, that would still have me
focused on myself. I don't think that is
where Jesus was. He was totally
focused on his Father’s will.
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Finding God in All Things
Among the treasures that St. Ignatius of Loyola has left to us in his thirty day retreat, The Spiritual Exercises,
tucked in between the Principle and Foundation and the beginning of the Exercises, we find the Examen prayer, a
prayer for the rest of our days. The Examen is also described as a prayer for “Finding God in All Things” and Cathie
Macaulay has written an excellent little book by that name, a user’s guide, which has been published by the Ignatian
Centre.
However, there are those among us who like to learn by experience, perhaps step by step, with the guidance
of a spiritual director. Two such able directors, Paul Empsall and Louise Eberwein, were available to a small group
of us at the Centre on Thursday evenings from March till May this year. With patience and understanding and with
the aid of the text, The Examen Prayer by Fr. Tim Gallagher and videos featuring the author, Paul and Louise led us
through the steps of the Examen that lead us to a greater awareness of the presence of our loving, compassionate and
forgiving God in our everyday lives.
The Examen, as left to us by St. Ignatius, has five steps, which should take no longer than fifteen minutes.
The first, perhaps the most important for Ignatius, is that of looking with gratitude for all that God has given on this
day. The second step is to petition God to be present to us so that we may see more clearly the areas of the day on
which to focus. Thirdly, with God, we review the happenings of the day, especially in the light of our attitudes and
responses. Next, we express sorrow for where we have fallen short and ask for forgiveness. The final step is to plan
to move forward, knowing ourselves to be loved sinners and asking God’s grace to live out more fully God’s desire
for our lives.
- Dorothy Guha

FILM FUNDRAISER
Ignatius of Loyola: Soldier, Sinner, Saint
Over 150 people joined us to watch this contemporary
adaptation of the life of our favorite saint Ignatius of Loyola.
Most were struck by the depth of Ignatius’ struggle to become
the saint we know and love today.
We thank you for having attended our fundraising event, and
Loyola High School, for the use of the Eric Maclean Centre.
Your support helps ensure the Centre continues in its ministry
to give freely what it has freely received.
Continued from page 3
The teachings of Saint Ignatius are a blessing to all who encounter them – and prove themselves over and over again as
the narrow path to which we can find the most intimate relationship with the Trinity. We can discover our true value and
purpose in the Lord. We lose much along the way, but eagerly leave the baggage behind for the newfound freedom in our
relationship with Christ. What we gain is immeasurable.
For all I have learned and practiced, I am now more aware that the best I can offer is to allow God, in all of His Glory,
wisdom and great provision, to simply use me to guide the spiritual life of another. I have learned to pray for, show up
for and wait on the Spirit - and watch the miracle that happens when we allow God to speak to us, through us, and
directly into the hearts of those we are seeking to accompany in their journey. It is one of the greatest privileges I have
experienced, unearned, yet given.
My prayer and blessing for each of us here today is that we continue to live our service to the Lord, in humility, in
reverence, and in the great anticipation of the wonderful mysteries and consolations that await us. To God be the Glory.
- Nancy McGuire
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The Armchair Retreat has become a yearly fixture of the programming at the Newman Centre and an example
of constructive collaboration between the apostolates of the Ignatian and Newman Centres. Every year, university students
are invited to meet throughout Lent with a prayer companion formed (or in formation) with the Ignatian Spirituality Centre.
A weekly meeting between exercitant and companion allows both to learn more about prayer with Scripture and
accompaniment.
This year, I had the pleasure of coordinating the retreat and was edified, as is so often the case, by the earnestness and open
hearts of the young people who came on board. Five undergraduate students and a graduate student, from all over the world
(including two exchange students who have since returned to their home countries), committed to daily prayer and weekly
accompaniment, supported respectively by six prayer companions recommended by the Ignatian Centre.
Throughout the retreat I heard many positive echoes from students and prayer companions alike about how beneficial and
moving the experience was. The Armchair Retreat is certainly a great opportunity for the students and a blessing to the
Newman Centre apostolate, as it furthers its mission of forming an active, informed, committed Catholic laity; and it also
allows spiritual directors and prayer companions from the Ignatian Centre to learn more about their own vocation as they
share the insights of St Ignatius' spirituality with these remarkable young men and women. Please pray for the students as
they advance in their studies and discipleship, and for prayer companions past and future.
Thank you "fellow workers of the harvest!"

- Richard Bernier

Important note from the Fundraising Committee :
We wish to thank all those who donated items or volunteered for this year's yard sale. Your contribution was
greatly appreciated. Given the labour required to hold the sale, we have decided to look for new fundraising and
community outreach options for next year (details to come). If you have small items that we could use as door
prizes or larger treasures for a silent auction they would be most appreciated!
Please note that the Book Sale will continue so please bring in your used books! We are currently looking for
volunteers to help in sorting donations. Please contact the Centre to arrange to drop books off or if you would
like to help us with sorting and shelving books.
Thank you, Dina Amicone

WHEN HELPING YOU IS HURTING ME:
ESCAPING THE MESSIAH TRAP
In her book “When Helping You Is Hurting Me: Escaping the Messiah
Trap”, Carmen Renee Berry states that it’s easy to get confused about the
Messiah Trap, a two-sided lie that, on the surface, appears to be noble and godly
and gracious. After all, being a caring and helpful person is something we value.
But it’s erroneous to think that living in the Messiah Trap is spiritually grounded.
In May the workshop “The Messiah Trap” was held at the Ignatian Spirituality
Centre. Cathy Macaulay, who presented this workshop, identified and explained
seven different styles that Messiahs tend to take on: 1. Pleaser
2. Giver
3. Protector
4. Rescuer
5. Counselor 6. Teacher 7. Crusader.
She asked us to reflect on the predominant Messiah Trap that we were in at that
moment. That was easy for me – a pleaser. I have struggled with being a pleaser. Like all Messiahs, trying to
please everyone left me with little time for myself and often left me feeling tired and frustrated. I have grappled
with being a pleaser all my life. I can finally say that today, while I still like to please others, I consider myself
first. This has given me a sense of peace and freedom.
Attending this workshop helped me realize that I have experienced each of the Messiah Traps, often to the
extreme. With much soul searching, I know that I don’t have to sacrifice myself to be of service to others.
-Anna Virgini
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Rediscovering the Graces of the 4 Week of the Spiritual Exercises
Trevor Scott, sj
The 4th Week of the St. Ignatius’ Spiritual Exercises is probably the least understood and
experienced Week of the Exercises. In light of Jesus’s Resurrection this is the Week that retreatants are to
experience confirmation in the Election that they made during their Spiritual Exercises journey, and to
experience the inner joy of Jesus’s Resurrection with a quiet and gentle assurance. It is during this time of
the Spiritual Exercises that we experience the movement of the consoling Christ coming to us, after our
Passion experience of the 3rd Week, offering us peace, joy, consolation, and affirmation of our lives as
Christians.
Our time together will break open these graces of the 4th Week to explore them more deeply,
discover the changes they are meant to bring to our lives, and why they are often so little received and
misunderstood. This time with the 4th Week will hopefully help us live out the graces of the 4th Week more
deeply, and be more effective transmitters of them as spiritual directors.
Trevor Scott, sj, was ordained priest in 2013 with the Society of Jesus. After his theological studies at
Toronto’s Regis College in the Autumn of 2014, Trevor was assigned to work in
the Ignatian spirituality apostolate. His ministry in the spirituality apostolate
consists in creating and conducting Ignatian based retreats and spirituality
workshops, as well as providing spiritual direction to individual people. Trevor
also serves as the Ecclesial Assistant to the Christian Life Community (CLC) of
Canada - an international lay religious association whose members strive to live
out the Ignatian charism in their daily lives; is the Jesuit liaison to the Atlantic
Association of the Spiritual Exercises Apostolate (AASEA) - an association of
lay spiritual directors in the Ignatian tradition; and serves as a spiritual animator
at Loyola High School in Montreal, Quebec.
Friday October 6 from 7 to 9 pm; Saturday October 7 from 9 am to 4 pm
(please bring a lunch), followed by Mass. Cost: $60.
Please contact the Centre to register or for more information.

Hearing God
in Others
Hearing God in Others, with Cathie
Macaulay and Elizabeth Koessler, a six
session course that focuses on listening and
attending
skills,
will
be
offered
beginning September 12 through October 17
on Tuesday evenings from 7 - 9 p.m. You will
learn helpful skills that will improve your
ability to listen, attend, and respond
in personal relationships, families and in
helping relationships. The course uses a
highly interactive, hands-on approach, with
theoretical concepts applied through role-play,
prayerful reflection and other exercises.
All are welcome. Registration deadline is
September 5th, 2017. Cost $120.
Please contact the Centre to register.

Living the
Discerning Life
Over the course of ten sessions in the fall, we will be using
video conferences by Fr. Tim Gallagher OMV to guide us.
Fr. Tim leads us through St. Ignatius of Loyola’s timehonoured fourteen practical guidelines for the discernment
of spirits, showing both their profound insight into the
human soul and how they can assist us in understanding
and navigating through the ups and downs of the spiritual
life. The second part of each evening will be a guided
discussion of each teaching on a particular guideline and
how it has concrete application and relevance to our own
daily lives.
For further information: Call Paul Empsall (514-6269462) or Louise Eberwein (514-825-5198).
To register: Please contact the Ignatian Centre at 514-4811064, or send us an email at centre@ignatiancentremtl.ca.
Dates: Thursday evenings, beginning September 14
Time: 7 to 9 pm
Cost: $90 (book included)
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THE IGNATIAN
SPIRITUALITY
CENTRE OF
MONTREAL
4567 West Broadway
Montreal, QC H4B 2A7
Phone: 514-481-1064
E-mail: centre@ignatiancentremtl.ca

The Centre is
generously
supported by

and by
individuals like you!

Book Ministry
www.theologiabookministry.ca
514-694-3564

BOOKS by Fr. John Wickham, sj:

BOOKLETS:

Prayer Companion Handbook
available in Spanish, French or English

$17.00

The Communal Exercises (Part A)

$20.00

Confirming an Election Through the
Experience of the Cross
by Joseph Cassidy

$ 3.00

The Communal Exercises (Part B)

$22.00

Praying the Gospels: An Invitation to
Discipleship by Joseph Cassidy

$ 3.00

Finding God in All Things
By Cathie Macaulay

$ 3.00

A Guide to Presenting the Exercises

$4.00

The Real Presence of the Future Kingdom $14.00
The Common Faith

$16.00

When The Going Gets Tough

$12.00

How To Pray With Scripture:
A Book For Beginners

$20.00

TO ORDER ANY OF THESE PUBLICATIONS,
PLEASE CONTACT THE CENTRE.

The Spiritual Exercises for today:
Experiencing God in the style of Ignatius,
Veltri, de Chardin and Savary
$8.00

